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you before about how guys will change their facial hair for all manner of different reasons --

and that's all fine and good, for all the different reasons they'll change their facial hair.
Except, as we all know, people with beards are awesome, and most of the time, they're just
feeling happy and awesome and everything is going great for them. On Tuesday, we got to

see a perfect example of that, and it was for a good cause. Atlanta Eagle Wing Fuzz
Foundation is doing everything it can to keep the beards of Eagle Wing Fuzz Flight School

and other LARPERS from going grey. For one thing, the non-profit organization (it's the third
charity run by Lexi and her partner Jason Doiy) is raising money to get more beards dyed all

sorts of colors like the purples, blues, oranges and greens that we've seen for the 501st
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